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the golden shovel anthology - project muse - diane glancy is professor emerita at macalester college. her
2014–15 books, fort marion prisoners and the trauma of native education, nonfiction, university of nebraska
press; report to the department of the interior, poetry, university of new mexico press; and uprising of goats,
one of us, and ironic witness, novels, wipf and stock. www ... ambition - image journal - alike, diane glancy
provides something of an apologia for ambition. she is grateful for it, sees it as a gift. “i would have been
wiped out,” she writes, “if it weren’t for ambition.” even so, she appears to have blended that ambition with
humility, a confidence in the one who has given her such gifts. notes on contributors - newletters - diane
glancy’s recent novel is one of us (wipf & stock, 2015). other books include a collection of poems primer of the
obsolete (u of massachusetts p), which won the 2003 juniper prize for poetry. her awards include the five
civilized tribes playwriting laureate a door - sundress publications - a door with a voice. a door with a voice
poems by katie manning. ... diane glancy, and christine kern for giving me thorough feedback on each ... (wipf
& stock, 2013), and one full-length poetry collection, tasty other, which won the 2016 main street rag poetry
book award. contributor biographies - project muse - diane glancy’s most recent books are no word for
the sea, a novel of both physical and spiritual alzheimer’s, which is forgetfulness of god (omni scriptum gmbh
& co, saarbrucken, germany, 2013), fort mar-ion prisoners and the trauma of native education (nonfiction,
univer-sity of nebraska press, 2014), report to the department of the interior author biographies journalsnt - diane glancy is professor emerita at macalester college. her 2014-15 books are fort marion
prisoners and the trauma of native education, creative nonfiction, university of nebraska press, report to the
department of the interior, poetry, university of new mexico press, and three novels, one of us, uprising of
goats, and ironic witness, wipf ... old testament catalog march 2013 - windows booksellers - old
testament catalog march 2013 windows booksellers 199 west 8th ave., suite 1 eugene, or 97401 usa ...
paperback. 115pp. very good. introduction by diane glancy; illustration by fiona king. $2.5 [345562].
__hebräische wortforschung: festschrift zum 80. geburtstag von walter baumgartner ... wipf & stock. 2001.
paperback. 355pp. new book.
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